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Chapter 2

Getting Started with the
Facebook Platform

We’ve talked a little about Facebook Platform applications and why you

would want to build one. Before we dive into coding, let’s look at the

parts of a Facebook Platform application. To do that, we’ll walk through

Karate Poke, the application we’ll be building throughout this book.

Karate Poke is a simple game where you battle your friends and other

users. As you progress through the game, you’ll earn karate belts and

learn new moves.

While Karate Poke may not be identical to the Facebook applications

you’ll want to build, it serves as a good introduction. It’s a small appli-

cation, so we’ll be able to build the whole thing as we go. It also uses

almost the entire Facebook API. We’ll see how to build invitations and

notifications. We’ll use most of the UI elements that Facebook pro-

vides. We’ll even be able to use some advanced performance tuning

techniques to make it handle the demands of millions of users.

In this chapter, we’ll start out by taking a tour of Karate Poke. After

we’ve seen the basics of Karate Poke, we’ll create an application using

the Facebook Developer tool. Next, you’ll set up your computer to run

a pre-built test application. We’ll finish up by creating a few test users.

By the time we’ve finished this chapter, we’ll be ready to write some

code. We’ve got a lot to do, so let’s get started.
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Figure 2.1: Facebook asks you to install an application before you use

it.

2.1 Adding the Karate Poke Application

Open your browser and go to the main url1 for Karate Poke. You’re

seeing the application installation page shown in Figure 2.1. You must

install an application before it can get access to any of your information.

This is the first of several privacy features that are part of the Facebook

Platform.

Installing a Facebook application isn’t like installing other software.

There is nothing for you to download and nothing for you to run. Instead,

you are just required to decide what information you are willing to share

with the application. During application installation, you can choose to

limit what the application can access. By default, an application can:

• Access public information about you

• Display information in your profile

• Place a link in your left-hand navigation

• Publish stories in your News Feed and Mini-Feed

1. http://apps.facebook.com/karate_poke

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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• Place a link below the profile picture on any profile

These permissions aren’t set in stone. You can change these permis-

sions and even uninstall an application at any time. As an applicatio

developer, you’ll need to be aware of this. It’s important to make sure it

degrades nicely when a user limits its capabilities.

2.2 The Parts of a Facebook Application

Now click “Add Karate Poke” to install the application. Once you’ve done

that, you will be taken to the canvas page of the application. That seems

like a good place to start our tour.

The Facebook Canvas

The canvas page is the main place where your users interact with your

application. You’ll notice that it looks like any other Facebook page,

including the navigation areas along the top and the left sides. Face-

book actually inserts your application right into the middle of the page,

just like a Rails layout.

We’ll cover the Facebook canvas in detail in Chapter 5, Getting Into

the Facebook Canvas, on page 66. For the purpose of this demo, you

should attack one of your friends. You can select any move from the

pull down menu. Once you’ve picked a move, start typing one of your

friend’s names into the text field. Isn’t that typeahead cool? That’s just

one line of code!

Select any of your friends and then click Attack. Karate Poke will let

them know that you’ve attacked them. You should be taken to your

battle history page, where you see the result of your attack. Your battle

record will be added to your profile.

The Profile Page

Click on the profile link in the top navigation. At the bottom of the page

you should see a box from Karate Poke. Every Facebook application

you install gets access to a little box in your profile. The profile area is a

place to show off information about its owner. For instance, my Karate

Poke profile box shows my battle history. My Growing Gift profile box

shows gifts that my friends have sent me.

Facebook doesn’t limit the amount of information an application can

write to a user’s profile, but it does limit the content. Facebook allows

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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advertising in the canvas, but not the profile. Along with just displaying

information, an application can also add actions to its users’ profiles.

While you’re on your profile page, scroll up and look at the links under

your picture. You should see an “View your battles” link. Profile actions

are a way that Facebook encourages interaction between users.

We’ll look at the profile area in more detail in Section 7.3, The Facebook

Profile In Depth, on page 113. Let’s move on to the last major part of a

Facebook application.

Messages

Along with giving you access to the canvas and profiles, the Facebook

Platform also gives you several different types of messages. Your appli-

cation can send requests, notifications and newsfeed items. This may

seem like a lot of different message types, but they all fill very different

needs. If you’re a Facebook veteran, you’ve probably used all of these

message types without even noticing.

A request is exactly what its name implies, a request to perform an

action. When somebody asks to be your friend, that’s a request. A

Request is just a message with buttons for performing actions. Your

application can send requests on behalf of a user, but only to their

friends. Users must approve requests before they are sent. You can see

the approval process in Figure 2.2, on the next page.

Notifications are similar to Requests but lack the call to action. Your

application can send notifications on behalf of the user without requir-

ing their interaction. Unlike a request which can only be sent to a user’s

friends, notifications can be sent to any user of your application. Noti-

fications also do not require an explicit approval from the sending user.

Facebook limits the number of notifications that an application can

send for a user in a given day. Users can choose to block notifications

from certain applications, and can even mark a notification as spam. Be

careful sending notifications. If enough users mark your notifications

as spam you’ll lose the ability to send notifications for 30 days.

Newsfeed items are the last form of communication available to the

application developer. Newsfeed items are what populate your mini

feed. They tell your friends a little bit about what you’ve been doing.

Your application can send quite a large number of newsfeed items each

day but they aren’t guaranteed to be visible. Facebook tries to decide

what is interesting for each user and only shows a subset of the avail-

able items.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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Figure 2.2: Facebook makes you approve a request before it is sent.

If you’ve used Facebook for a while, you may wonder why I haven’t

mentioned Facebook messages. Facebook doesn’t provide an API for

sending a message on behalf of a user. There are ways to help users

send messages, but they don’t have the nice integration that these other

options provide.

2.3 Getting Inside the App

Let’s dig in a little deeper to understand how your application actually

becomes part of Facebook. I’m going to start with the canvas since it

will probably be the largest portion of your application. Building the

canvas portion your Facebook application is very similar to any other

website. Your web server will receive requests and send back pages. Of

course, it’s a little different since your page ends up inside a Facebook

page.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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1) A user requests a page from Facebook. 2) Facebook sends the request

to your server. 3) You send a response to Facebook. 4) Facebook pro-

cesses your response and puts your page into theirs and sends it back

to the user.

Figure 2.3: The path of a Facebook HTTP Request

When a user requests a page from Facebook, they send the request on

to you. Your application responds with your content. Facebook then

puts your page into the middle of theirs and sends it back to the

browser. You can see a picture of this in Figure 2.3

This all happens seamlessly from your users’ perspective. In fact, it’s

pretty seamless from your standpoint as well. For the most part, you

can forget about Facebook standing between you and the user. Sure,

it’s not exactly like regular development, but it’s pretty close.

This may seem like a complex architecture, but Facebook has a good

reason for the complexity. By acting as a middleman, Facebook can

process the page you send back to the user. This allows them to insert

your page into their layout, and also to provide you with some really

powerful tools. We’ll look at this in detail in Chapter 5, Getting Into the

Facebook Canvas, on page 66.

Things are different for the Profile. I have ten applications installed on

my profile page. If each application took even a second to respond, it

would take ten seconds to load my profile! To prevent long profile load

times, Facebook caches profile information. You can update it at any

time by just sending them new content to display. This can feel a little

painful at first, but you’ll be happy to avoid the millions of page views

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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